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The components of  
smartphones:

Smartphones are made up of 
diferent parts, i.e. the display, the 

shell and the processors



The display:

The liquid crystal display ofers both 
beautful colours and the possibility 

to interact with the device



How is it made?

    The surface has a 
polyethylene coat



The display  
contains gallium

 which is a semiconductor used in 
diodes to  emit light



and rare earth elements, 

that are a group of 17 elements with 
similar chemical proprietes.



   Rare earth elements are used in optcal fbres 
as light conductors and as superconductors 

into the processor.



The display contains ITO,

a combinaton of indium and tn 
oxide used as conductor in the 

display.



The processor or CPU

          

 It is the central unit of the device.

It manages the executon of the 
operatng system and the apps   



What materials is it made of?

 The processor is made of 
diferent materials…t



And Tantalum
    which is used in 

capacitors



including Silicon, 

which is a semiconductor



Gold, Copper and Silver

are used for the electronics micro 
components and the connectons



 The batery

It is a component which 
stores electricity to 
operate the device



It is composed of 
Lithium

The ions of 
lithium are 

fundamental for 
its operaton 



 And Aluminum

which forms the case of the batery



The case

The case is a shell 
which contains the 
processors and the 
batery; it can be made 
up plastc or metal 
(aluminum)



But can these components be 
recycled?



Silicon can be 
recycled to avoid 
spending more 
energy and money 
in producton

Lithium and Aluminum 
can be recycled  too

It is convenient to recycle 
gold, copper, and silver 
because they are very 
expensive materials



Among the elements 
which the display is 
made of, we can 
recycle ITO but with 
complicated and 
expensive treatments

An old phone 
can be used in 
diferent ways…t



It can be used 
as a spare 
phone…t

It can be used 
as a spare 
phone…t

Or as a 
present…t

Or it can be 
given to 
charity

Moreover, an old 
phone can be used in 
diferent ways, for 
example:



Otherwise, it must be taken to a landfll, where 
it will be disposed  properly



Mobile phones must be recycled!

To safeguard 
nature …t

Not to waste precious materials



To save costs of producton



Remember that many 
components are extracted in 
poor countries, by exploitng 

the local populaton’s 
workforce.



That falls back on poor 
people and children who 
risk their life for us every 
day…t

…t or rather they risk it for 
our objects!



Thank you for your atenton
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